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**Description**

This function plots the available colours in ab-space along with the cluster centroids used to generate the palette. By manipulating the number of clusters, each distinct colour category can receive its own centroid. This function was designed to work in RStudio.

**Usage**

```r
explore(x, ...)
```

**Arguments**

- `x` A rijkspalette object
- `...` other arguments passed to plot function

**See Also**

`tune`

`rijkspalette`

---

rijkspalette | Rijkspalette function

**Description**

This function queries the Rijksmuseum collection for paintings and returns a colour palette based on colours from that painting.

**Usage**

```r
rijkspalette(query)
```

**Arguments**

- `query` Keyword to search for in the collection of the Rijksmuseum

**Value**

An object of type `rijkspalette`
### Description
This function tunes the extracted palette from an image in a `rijksPalette` object. Often, the defaults need to be tuned a little to get the nicest results.

### Usage
```r
tune(x, lightness, k)
```

### Arguments
- `x`:
  - rijkspalette object
- `lightness`:
  - overall lightness between 0 (darkest) and 1 (brightest)
- `k`:
  - number of colours to extract

### See Also
- `explore`
- `rijksPalette`
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